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1. WHAT IS SOFA? 

Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) describe the spatial filtering of  the incoming sound. So far
available HRTFs are stored in various formats, making an exchange of  HRTFs difficult because of  in-
compatibilities between the formats. We propose a format for storing HRTFs with a focus on inter -
changeability and extendability. The spatially oriented format for acoustics (SOFA) aims at repre-
senting HRTFs in a general way, thus, allowing to store data such as directional room impulse re -
sponses (DRIRs) measured with a microphone-array excited by a loudspeaker array. SOFA specifica -
tions consider data compression, network transfer, a link to complex room geometries, and aim at
simplifying the development of  programming interfaces for Matlab, Octave, and C++. SOFA conven-
tions for a consistent description of  measurement setups are provided for future HRTF and DRIR
databases. 

1.1. SOFA version 0.1 

We consider the specifications described in the proceedings of  the AES convention in Rome, 2013, as
SOFA, version 0.1

1.2. SOFA version 0.2 

Compared to the version 0.1, the following changes happened:

1.3. SimpleFreeFieldHRTF renamed to SimpleFreeFieldHRIR because FIR is the DataType 

1.4. No strings in variables supported yet, strike-through. Some of  the variables moved to global
attributes. 

1.5. Global  attributes  added:  APIVersion,  APIName,  RoomDescription,  ReceiverDescription,
SourceDescription, ListenerDescription, TransmitterDescription 

1.6. Dimension 'I' added, it represents a singleton dimension (=scalar) 

1.7. RoomCorner: unsupported dimension of  2, changed to two variables 

1.8. TOAModel: unsupported dimension of  5, not supported yet 

1.9. User-defined dimensions not supported yet. 

1.10. Dimension number must not change. For addition of  optional dimensions, 'I' must be used.

1.11. SOFA conventions SingleRoomDRIR added 

1.12. Coordinate systems defined 

1.13. SOFA version 0.3 

Compared to the previous version, the following specifications have changes:

• Global attribute added: Version

• SOFAConvention renamed to SOFAConventions

• SOFAConventionVersion renamed to SOFAConventionsVersion

1.14. SOFA version 0.4 

• Old stuff  removed from this document

• Dimensional variables are optional

• Datatype: new added, previous updated

• Define of  the types of  variables added

• Minor details fixed

• AdditionalRotation and AdditionalTranslation added

• ListenerRotation renamed to APV in order to remove the confusion with geometry issues

1.15. SOFA version 0.5 

• APV removed, the geometry must be interpreted on loading

• AdditionalRotation and AdditionalTranslation dropped
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• Clarification in most of  the tables (added extras columns)

• Reserved variable names and characters explicitly specified

• Unused parts of  specs removed

1.16. SOFA version 0.6 (submitted to AES for the meeting in Berlin 2014)

• The global attribute Source renamed to Origin 

• TimeCreated and TimeModified renamed to DateCreated and DateModified, respectively

• If  ListenerUp is provided, ListenerView must be provided as well. If  ListenerView is provided, Lis-
tenerView:Type and ListenerView:Units must be provided as well.  This also applies to Source,
Emitter, and Receiver objects. 

• Geometry: only Cartesian or spherical coordinate systems allowed. 

• Local coordinate system better defined. 

• In SimpleFreeFieldHRIR: SubjectID renamed to ListenerShortName
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2. INTRODUCTION 

Head-related transfer functions (HRTFs) describe the spatial filtering of  the incoming sound due to
the listener's anatomy. HRTFs are crucially important for the binaural reproduction of  virtual acous-
tics. HRTFs have been measured by a number of  laboratories and are typically stored in each lab's na-
tive file format. While the different formats are of  advantage for each lab, an exchange of  such data is
difficult due to incompatibilities between formats.

In this work, we propose specifications for an HRTF – data exchange format with a special focus on
interchangeability and extend ability. The spatially oriented format for acoustics (SOFA) aims at repre-
senting spatial data in a general way, allowing to store not only HRTFs but also more complex data,
e.g., directional room impulse responses (DRIRs) measured with a multichannel microphone array ex-
cited by a loudspeaker array. In order t o simplify the adaption of  SOFA for various applications, ex-
amples of  implementation of  the format specifications are provided together with a collection of  ex-
emplary data sets converted to SOFA. 

The AES-X212 HRTF file format standardization project is based on the SOFA format and was re-
cently approved by the AES subcommittee SC-02 and assigned to the working group SC-02-08 on au-
dio file interchange.

2.1. Typical measurement setups 

 One of  the first publicly available HRTFs were those of  a dummy-head microphone measured in an
anechoic room [1] . Two microphones placed at the ear simulators were used for the recordings and
one loudspeaker was used for the signal excitation. The loudspeaker was moved to the desired eleva -
tion and the mannequin was rotated to the desired azimuth. Taken together, HRTFs for 710 spatial
positions were measured at elevations from -40° to +90° in steps of  10° and 360° azimuthal range in
steps of  5° and a constant distance of  1.4 m. The HRTFs are provided as impulse responses (IRs)
with the length of  512 samples at a sampling rate of  44.1 kHz. 

One of  the first publicly available HRTFs measured in human listeners was the CIPIC database [2]. The
measurements were performed at a constant distance of  1 m for 1250 spatial directions around the lis-
tener. The HRTFs are available for 43 listeners as IRs of  200 samples at a sampling rate of  44.1  kHz.
Since then many other HRTF/DRIR databases have been made publicly available [3–8]. 

All those measurement setups have the following properties in common. In an anechoic chamber or
in a room, excitation signals are generated and microphones are used to record the incoming signals
(see Fig. 1). The measurement is repeated while varying the spatial position of   the excitation source
relative to the listener, which is done by varying the position of  the listener, the sound source, or both
in different dimensions. 

Figure 1: Typical HRTF/DRIR measurement setup. 
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Binaural HRTF measurement setups use only two microphones to record the left and right ear signals.
However, HRTF/DRIRs measurements may also consider multiple microphones, e.g., three micro-
phones per head side in hearing-assist devices [7], tens of  microphones arranged in an array structure
at different directions and distances from the center  [9], a multichannel microphone array arranged
around the listeners in a reciprocal HRTF measurement system [10], [11], multichannel microphone
arrays for measuring DRIRs  [12] or various microphone positions in a room, e.g., for concert-hall
acoustics measurements [13]. As a generalization, microphones and an object comprising those micro-
phones can be identified. Thus, in this article, a microphone as the single receiver of  the sound field is
called the receiver, and the comprising all the receivers is called the listener, see Fig. 1. 

The sound source used for the excitation signal is not necessarily a single point source. Loudspeaker
arrays were used, either to control the sound field surrounding the listener, e.g., wave-field synthesis
[11], [14], [15], or higher-order Ambisonics [16], [17] or to control the radiation characteristics of  the
sound sources  [18]. Similarly to the concept of  listener and receivers, in this article,  the particular
sources creating the excitation signal are called emitters and the object comprising the emitters is called
source. Note that a measurement setup with a source with multiple emitters and a listener with multiple
receivers has already been considered [19]. 

In typical HRTF measurements, only the direction of  the incoming signal is varied. In more recent
setups also different sound-ear distances have been considered [4], [11], [20]. However, sometimes the
variation of  other parameters is of  interest. For example, HRTFs were measured as a function of  the
head orientation relative to the torso [21], or the room IRs were measured as a function of  the room
temperature [22]. An HRTF file format should thus consider even such parameters. 

2.2. Existing data formats 

Until now, HRTFs are stored using different formats, all of  them having advantages and disadvan-
tages. The CIPIC database [2] provides a file per listener in either a plain text or Matlab (Mathworks,
Inc.) file format. The directions are hard coded, i.e., the index of  an HRTF corresponds to a prede-
fined direction used in the measurements. While the representation of  HRTFs from other directions
is not allowed, anthropometric data have been stored within that format. The openDAFF package 1,
while similarly storing HRTFs only in a regular angular distance, uses a key-value system for the de-
scription of  the  metadata which seems to be very promising. Other databases such as  LISTEN [3]
and ARI [6], consist of  an HRTF matrix and additional matrices describing the direction of  the corre-
sponding HRTF, thus, allowing to represent HRTFs from any direction. In that formats, HRTFs from
each listener are stored in a separate file. In the database storing the HRTFs as a function of  distance
[4], the data are stored in a separate file for each distance. Combined with the necessity to store a sepa-
rate file for each listener, those three latter formats would result in many files. The MARL-NYU data-
base [23] harmonized the format of  CIPIC, LISTEN, MIT, and others databases, and stores all those
data in a single file. This concept seems to be promising when combined with a network interface and
partial file access in the future. Most of  those HRTFs are stored in Matlab formats, i.e., they use a
Matlab file  convention to store predefined matrices. In contrast, SDIF [24], a general format for stor-
ing audio-related data, has been adapted to HRTFs, allowing to store HRTFs of  a single listener in a
mixed text-based and binary representation. The concert-hall data [25], stored as compressed “.wav”
files, are another example for a mixed-binary format, which further requires a description (separate
text files) in order to being able to interpret the data. The HRTFs measured in rooms (e.g., [8]) are also
Matlab files and the relationship between the data and the geometry of  the measurement setup is pro-
vided in separate publications. 

From this summary, the requirements on a file format storing HRTFs and spatially oriented descrip-
tions of  acoustic systems are derived: 

• Description of  a measurement setup with arbitrary geometry, i.e., not limited to special cases like a
regular grid, or a constant distance; 

•  Self-describing data with a consistent definition, i.e., all the required information about the mea-
surement setup must be provided as metadata in the file; 

• Flexibility to describe data of  multiple conditions (listeners, distances, etc) in a single file;

• Partial file and network support;

• Available as binary file with data compression for efficient storage and transfer;

• Predefined description conventions for the most common measurement setups.

SOFA aims at fulfilling all those requirements. SOFA specifications are described in the following sec-
tions. A HRTF/DRIR measurement setup is described by various objects (Sec. 3.1) and their relations
(Sec. 3.2). The information is stored in a numeric container (Sec. 3.3) and structured by the measure-

1 see http://www.opendaff.org/
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ment. Measurement is a discrete sampled observation done at a specific time and under a specific con-
dition. A measurement consists of  data, e.g., an IR (Sec. 3.4), and is described by its corresponding di-
mensions (Sec.  3.5) and  metadata (Sec.  3.6). All measurements are stored in a single data structure,
e.g., a matrix of  IRs. 
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3. GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS 

3.1. Objects 

Receiver is any acoustic sensor like the ear or a microphone. The number of  receivers in not limited in
SOFA and defines the size of  the data matrix. 

Listener is the object incorporating all the receivers. For HRTFs, a listener can be a head or dummy-
head microphone. For DRIRs, a listener represents the microphone-array structure such as a sphere
or a frame. Incorporating the receivers in the listener as a single logical object is important because in
measurements, usually the orientation and/or position of  the listener vary without substantial changes
in the head-microphone relation.  For example,  in  measurements  done for  multiple  positions in a
room, the position of  the head varies and the relation between the head and the microphones does
not change. Note that only one listener is considered.

Emitter is any acoustic excitation used for the measurement. The number of  emitters is not limited in
SOFA. The contribution of  the particular emitter is described by the metadata (see later). 

Source is  the object incorporating all  emitters.  In SOFA, source  might be a multi-driver loudspeaker
(with the particular drivers as emitters), or a speaker array (with the particular speakers as emitters), or
a choir (with the particular human as  emitter), etc. Note that only one source is considered but the
source may incorporate an unlimited number of  emitters. 

Room is the volume enclosing the measurement setup. In the case of  a free-field measurement, the
room is not considered. An optional room description is considered for measurements performed in
reverberant spaces, with a direct description of  a simple shoebox, or with a link to a digital asset ex-
change file for a more complex description. 

Optional Objects can be described by including user-defined metadata of  a measurement. For example,
this might be the information about a torso, as in the measurements in which the angle between the
torso and the head is varied as an independent variable.

3.2. Relation between the objects 

We use two coordinate systems. Source and Listener are defined in the coordinate system of  the room,
called global coordinate system. In free field, the global coordinate system is arbitrary. 

Emitters and Receivers have both their own coordinate system called local coordinate system. The local
coordinate system of  emitter and receiver are defined relatively to the coordinate system of  the source
and listener, respectively. With the source and listener in the origin and at default orientation, the local
coordinate systems correspond to the global coordinate system. 

Two vectors describe the basic orientation of  the source/listener: the “view” vector defines the direc-
tion in which the source/listener looks; the “up” vector defines the top of  the source/listener. “view”
and “up” vectors use the same type of  coordinate system as that used for the position. In spherical
coordinates, the view vector describes the azimuth and elevation angles of  the source/listener. The up
vector describes the roll, which is usually not considered in HRTF measurements and is optional. If
given, up vector must be orthogonal to the view-vector. 

In order to be flexible in the future, the way the position and orientations are defined is specified sepa-
rately for the listener, source, all emitters, and all receivers. The default coordinate type for the posi-
tion (and thus also view, and up) vectors is the Cartesian (x y z) with units meter. When the spherical
coordinate system is required, the default format is (azimuth, elevation, distance) with units (degree,
degree, meter). If  required, the orientation of  the local coordinate system is given by the view and up
vectors, which define the direction of  the positive X axis and Z axis, respectively.

Note the an application is supposed to interpret the geometry according to the application's needs. 

3.3. Numeric container 

SOFA stores the information in a single file by serializing the data in to a binary stream. The serializa-
tion is usually done by a numerical container, which defines the format of  the binary representation.
SOFA files have the extension “.sofa”. 
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In order to avoid custom development of  a numerical container, SOFA relies on netCDF-4 (Unidata),

which is  a set of  software libraries and data formats supporting the creation, access, and sharing of
scientific data.2 It is self-describing, network-transparent , and machine-independent; it supports huge
files, partial access within a file, and allows for data compression. netCDF-4 is widely used in the field
of  climatology, meteorology, oceanography, and geographic information systems. It is based on the
HDF5  (HDF5 Group)3,  a more basic  numerical container, further supported by many institutions
worldwide. For SOFA, netCDF offers a structured representation of  multidimensional data and meta-
data. The open-access specifications are freely available and include a complete definition as well as
examples of  various implementations.  Application-programming interfaces are available as pre-com-
piled libraries for programming languages like C++, Octave, and JAVA. Note that netCDF is natively
supported in Matlab. 

netCDF considers conventions, a set of  recommendations in a community on the naming of  attributes,
variables, and dimensions within a netCDF file. Many conventions exist, mostly in the field of  climate
and geographical research.4 SOFA proposes conventions related to the HRTF/DRIR measurement.
In particular, SOFA conventions are proposed for typical HRTF/DRIR measurement setups. Accord-
ing to the netCDF terminology, SOFA defines dimensions and stores data in variables and attributes. 

SOFA uses the so-called enhanced data model from netCDF-4, which is based on the classic netCDF
data model shown in Fig. 2. Since the enhanced data model is more complex and not well spread in
various computer systems yet, we mostly use the classic data model parts from the enhanced model.
This way allows a simple data representation but still full flexibility  in the future. More deep knowl-
edge of  netCDF format details is not required to read or write netCDF datasets. More interested read-
ers are referred to the User's Manual.5 

 Note that in SOFA, variables of  the type “string” are stored as character arrays with a single “string”-
dimension, see Sec. 3.5. Note that this does not correspond to attributes, which are always represented
by the netCDF as a special data type.

3.4. Data 

Data represent the numeric description of  the acoustic systems and consist of  a multidimensional ma-
trix of an arbitrary size. Data stored in this format have the flexibility to be in the domain that best ac-
commodates the measurement and measurement system.  Data can be time domain  finite IRs (data
type FIR) or infinite IR filter coefficients  (IIRBiquad),  with or without separately stored broadband
delays. The broadband delay (i.e., time-of-arrival, TOA) can be stored as discrete delays in a matrix or
as parameters of  continuous-directional TOA model [26]. Data contain fields (e.g., Data.FIR, Data.G)
which are functions of  the dimension N. The interpretation of  N depends on the data type, e.g., for
IRs, N represents the sampling interval (i.e., inverse of  the sampling rate) or the number of  FIR  – fil-
ter  taps.  The interpretation is  denoted in the attributes of  the  dimension variable N.  The different
data types and corresponding fields are shown in Tab. 1. 

3.5. Dimensions 

Each netCDF variable has fixed dimensions and its dimensions must be defined before creating the
variable. Thus, in SOFA, netCDF dimensions are pre-defined, see 2. 

2 see http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/
3 see http://www.hdfgroup.org/HDF5
4 see http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf- java/formats/UnidataObsConvention.html and 

http://cf-pcmdi.llnl.gov/ 
5 http://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/netcdf/docs/user_guide.html

Figure 2: Classic netCDF data model. 
 Figure from Unidata ( http://www.unidata.ucar.edu) 
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Data and  metadata are described by using these dimensions. User-defined dimensions are currently
not provided. Throughout this document, the variable sizes are denoted by [A 1 A 2 … AI] where Ai

represents the length of  the dimension i of  the I -dimensional matrix. We use the Matlab/Octave no-
tation, where the first, second, and third values represent the number of  the rows, columns, and third
dimension, respectively. 

For example, assume a database consisting of  one thousand measurements, i.e., M = 1000, obtained
for 1000 different positions of  the source, i.e., SourcePosition is [M C], using two microphones, i.e.,
two IR per measurement, and sampling rate of  48 kHz. Further, assume only a single measurement
position, i.e., a single ListenerPosition. This means that Data.IR, SourcePosition, and ListenerPosition
will be of  dimension [1000 2 3], [1000 3], and [1 3], respectively. Then, in the netCDF file, M = 1000,
R = 2, and C = 3. Further, the netCDF variables Data.IR, SourcePosition, and ListenerPosition will
have dimensions [M R N], [M C], and [I C], respectively.

In a SOFA file, each dimension size must be uniquely defined and all variables with the corresponding
dimension must have that size. To this end, for each dimension, we define dimension size: we chose a
variable, which size defines the size of  the corresponding dimension. In this document, dimension
sizes are noted as a lower-case letter, see e.g., [m R n] in Tab. 1. Note that when designing SOFA con-
ventions, dimension sizes must be defined exactly once: a missing dimension size will result in un -
known size of  the dimension; multiple definitions of  a dimension size will most probably result in
contradictory size of  the dimension.  

Variables can have different dimensions. For example, it is possible to provide the ListerPosition as a
single entry, meaning that the single ListenerPosition is valid for all measurements. But it is also possi -
ble to provide a different ListenerPosition for each measurement. Note that there are restrictions on
the variant dimensions: 

• The dimensions must be the pre-defined dimensions, see Tab. 2. 

• The size of  the dimensions may change, but the number of  dimensions, i.e., dimensionality,
must not change. In the above example, valid dimensions of  the ListenerPositions are [I C]
and [M C]. Invalid dimensions would be [C]. 

FIR

Name Default Dimensions Type Comment 

Data.IR 0 [ m R n ] double impulse responses (along a time axis)

Data.Delay   0 [ I R ], [ M R ] double 
broadband delay in the units of  N (i.e., the 
time axis of  FIR). 

Data.SamplingRate 48000  [ I ], [ M ] double Sampling rate of  the IRs and the delay 

Data.SamplingRate:Units hertz irrelevant attribute  Unit used for the sampling rate

TF

Name Default Dimensions Type Comment 

Data.Real 0 [ m R n ] double real part of  the complex spectrum 

Data.Imag 0 [ M R N ] double imaginary part of  the complex spectrum 

N 0 [ N ] double frequency values 

N:LongName frequency irrelevant attribute 

N:Units hertz irrelevant attribute Unit used for N 

Table 1: Data types considered . Dimensions noted in lower case define the corresponding dimension
size within the SOFA file. 

Dimension Value Description

I 1 Singleton dimension, defines a scalar value

M unlimited Number of  measurements, must be integer larger than zero 

R unlimited Number of  receivers, must be integer larger than zero 

E unlimited Number of  emitters, must be integer larger than zero 

N unlimited Number of  data samples describing one measurement, must be integer larger than zero.

S unlimited Size of  the largest string, must be integer larger than zero

C 3 Coordinate dimension, always three with the meaning depending on the coordinate type

Table 2: Dimensions defined in SOFA. 
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Strings are represented as character arrays along the dimension S. When more than one string array is
considered in a SOFA file, S represents the size of  the array with the longest string dimension. This
can be useful when for example a SOFA file containing HRTFs of  many listeners is required and each
subject is represented by an ID string. In such a case, a variable SubjecID can be defined as a string ar -
ray, with a string for each ID.

3.6. Metadata 

Metadata consist of  variables and their attributes. Numerical variables are multidimensional matrices
of  the type “double” (i.e. 64 bits floating point data). String variables are saved as character arrays.
Other types of  variables are not allowed and can be derived from “double” or “string”. Each variable
can have its attributes, which are netCDF-attributes. Further, the most important properties of  the
measurement are valid for the global measurement setup are described by global attributes (see Tab.
4). All metadata names must begin with a letter followed by letters or digits. Note that underscores
(“_”) and the metadata names “API”, “GLOBAL”, and “PRIVATE” are not allowed because they are
reserved for internal usage in the API. When saved as a variable, date and time uses the number of
seconds from 1970-01-01 00:00:00 (Unix  time). When saved as attributes, date and time uses a string
in the ISO-8601 format “yyyy-mm-dd HH:MM:SS”. Units are lower case. 

For the sake of  simplicity, nested structures within the metadata are not allowed, but grouping by pre-
fixes using the Pascal convention, e.g., ListenerPosition and Listener View is used. 

3.6.1. Global attributes 

General metadata are represented as global attributes in netCDF. Global attributes are always strings
stored as special data types in a netCDF file. SOFA defines global attributes (see Tab. 4), further op-
tional (user-defined or defined by a convention) global attributes are allowed. Note that some of  the
global attributes are read-only, i.e., the API has to provide the correct values and user is not allowed to
change it. Mandatory attributes must be always present.  The default value for the License is “No li-
cense provided, ask the author for permission”.
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3.6.2. Object metadata

The information about listener, receiver, source, and emitters is shown in Tabs. 3 to 7. Some variables
are mandatory and some others are proposed but optional. 

Name Type Dimension(s) Req. Description Default

ListenerDescription attribute - no Description of  the listener -

ListenerPosition double [I C], [M C] yes Position [0 0 0] 

ListenerPosition:Type attribute - yes Type of  coordinate system used for the position cartesian

ListenerPosition:Unit attribute - yes Unit of  the coordinates meter

ListenerView double [I C], [M C] no View vector for the orientation [ 1 0 0 ]

ListenerUp double [I C], [M C] no Up vector for the orientation [ 0 0 1 ]

Table 3: Listener variables and their attributes. 

 

Name Default Read
only

Req. Comment

Conventions SOFA Yes Yes Specifies the netCDF file as a set of  AES-X212 conventions.

Version - Yes Yes Version of  the SOFA specifications. The version is in the form x.y, where 
x is the version major and y the version minor.

SOFAConventions - Yes Yes Name of  the SOFA conventions.

SOFAConventionsVersion - Yes Yes Version of  the AES-X212 convention. The version is in the form x.y, 
where x is the version major and y the version minor.

DataType FIR No Yes Specifies the data type.

RoomType free field No Yes Specifies the room type.

Title - No Yes A succinct description of  what is in the file.

DateCreated - No Yes Date and time of  the creation of  the file. This field is updated each time a 
new file is created.

DateModified - No Yes Date and time of  the last file modification. This field is updated each time 
when saving a file.

APIName - Yes Yes Name of  the API that created/edited the file

APIVersion - Yes Yes Version (major.minor) of  the API that created/edited the file

AuthorContact - No Yes Contact information (e.g., email) of  the author

Organization - No Yes Legal name of  the organization of  the author. Use author’s name for 
private authors.

License see text No Yes Legal license under which the data are provided.

ApplicationName - No No Name of  the application that created/edited the file

ApplicationVersion - No No Version of  the application that created/edited the file

Comment - No No Miscellaneous information about the data or methods used to produce the 
date/file

History - No No Audit trail for modifications to the original data

References - No No Published or web-based references that describe the data or methods used 
to produce the date

Origin - No No The method used for creating the original data, e.g., Model name and 
version, Acoustically measured, simulated, or the source when 
copied/converted.

Table 4: General metadata in SOFA, stored as global attributes in the netCDF file. 
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Name Type Dimension(s) Req. Description Default

ReceiverDescription attribute - no Description of  the receiver -

ReceiverPosition double [ r C I ], [ r C M ] yes Position [0 0 0] 

ReceiverPosition:Type attribute - yes Type of  coordinate system used for the position cartesian

ReceiverPosition:Unit attribute - yes Unit of  the coordinates meter

ReceiverView double [ R C I ], [ R C M ] no View vector for the orientation [ 1 0 0 ]

ReceiverUp double [ rRC I ], [ R C M ] no Up vector for the orientation [ 0 0 1 ]

Table 5: Receiver variables and their attributes. 

Name Type Dimension(s) Req. Description Default

SourceDescription attribute - no Description of  the source -

SourcePosition double [I C], [M C] yes Position [0 0 0] 

SourcePosition:Type attribute - yes Type of  coordinate system used for the position cartesian  

SourcePosition:Unit attribute - yes Unit of  the coordinates meter

SourceView double [I C], [M C] no View vector for the orientation [ 1 0 0 ]

SourceUp double [I C], [M C] no Up vector for the orientation [ 0 0 1 ]

Table 6: Source variables and their attributes. 

Name Type Dimension(s) Mandatory Description Default

EmitterDescription attribute - no Description of  the emitter -

EmitterPosition double [ e C I ], [ eC M ] yes Position [0 0 0] 

EmitterPosition:Type attribute - yes Type of  coordinate system used for the position cartesian

EmitterPosition:Unit attribute - yes Unit of  the coordinates meter

EmitterView double [ E C I ], [ E C M ] no View vector for the orientation [ 1 0 0 ]

EmitterUp double [ E C I ], [ E C M ] no Up vector for the orientation [ 0 0 1 ]

Table 7: Emitter variables and their attributes. 

3.6.3. User-defined metadata 

User can provide additional metadata in terms of  variables and attributes. User-defined variables must
have explicitly defined dimensions using one of  the SOFA dimensions. User-defined attributes can be
global or can accompany variables. 

3.6.4. Room types 

 

3.7. Coordinate systems 

We describe the currently used coordinate systems, and also describe some additional systems, which
are not used yet but have been proposed. 

Room Type Parameters Size Description Default

free field none - Data measured under assumed free field conditions -

reverberant RoomDescription attribute don't know, don't care, something reverberant -

shoebox RoomCornerA 
RoomCornerB

RoomCornerA:Type
RoomCornerA:Units

RoomCornerA:Description

[I C], [M C]
[I C], [M C]

attribute
attribute
attribute

Coordinates of  the shoe box, i.e., two opposite points of
the rectangular parallelepiped

Type of  coordinate system used for the room
Units of  coordinates

Informal description of  the room

-
-

cartesian
meter

-

Table 8: Room types. “-”: empty string. 
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3.7.1. Cartesian 

x, y, z as a basis

3.7.2. Spherical

Parameter Range Front, eye-level Left, eye-level Back, eye-level Above Below

Azimuth angle 0°...360° 0° 90° 180° 0° 0°

Elevation angle -90°...90° 0° 0° 0° 90° -90°

Radius >0 N/A N/A N/A
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4. SOFA CONVENTIONS 

In order to meet the different requirements coming from different application fields, SOFA conven-
tions are specified, i.e., definitions of  data and  metadata consistently describing particular HRTF/
DRIR measurement setups. Instead of  aiming at foreseeing the future, conventions should be devel-
oped only for known measurement setups. The known features should be consistently described while
not limiting the development of  future conventions. 

The following SOFA conventions are being discussed. Measured data exist but their description must
be fixed in order to create publicly available SOFA files and corresponding software interfaces. 

• SimpleFreeFieldHRIR:  aimed at storing HRTFs recorded in free field with omnidirectional
emitter and source and stored as IRs for a single listener. 

• SimpleFreeFieldTF: similar to SimpleFreeFieldHRIR, but uses TF as DataType covering spe-
cial needs coming from HRTF simulations 

• SingleRoomDRIR: Room impulse responses measured with an arbitrary number of  receivers
(such as a microphone array) and an omnidirectional source in a single room. 

The conventions are more  roughly explained at http://sofaconventions.org.  Further, separate docu-
ments describe specifications of  each conventions in more detail. 
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5. TECHNICAL ASPECTS

5.1. Application Programming Interface  (API) 

SOFA specifications also  consider an application-programming interface (API) with similar calls for
various programming languages (Matlab, Octave, C++) and computer platforms. 

For Matlab and Octave, the API provides functionality to create, read, and write SOFA files, see the
API_MO directory. The data and metadata are handled in structures considering consistency checks
of  all information. Numerical data and metadata can be efficiently accessed in whole or in part. Be-
hind the user functions there are two different sets of  low-level functions built on top of  the netCDF
– library support in Matlab and the netCDF Toolbox for Octave. 

The SOFA C++ API is quite similar to the Matlab API; it is developed as a layer on top of  the C-
based netCDF library, see the API_Cpp directory. 

Currently, SOFA API is in the development phase. The SOFA package with its current development
status is accessible at SourceForge.6 F or debugging and numeric representation of  the binary SOFA
files, HDF5Viewer is available at the HDF5-Group.7 

5.2. Networking 

A repository is available at http://www.sofacoustics.org/data. Currently, http requests for download-
ing full SOFA files are supported. 

In principle, netCDF files can be also transferred via networks by using the Open Data Access Proto-
col (OpenDAP), which is a protocol for providing local data to remote locations regardless of  local
storage format.8 SOFA, being technically speaking a netCDF convention, should be able to use Open-
DAP. The OpeNDAP server will allow partial access of  SOFA files via network. 

6 see http://sf.net/projects/sofacoustics
7 see http://www.hdfgroup.org
8 see http://opendap.org
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